BEETLE BAILEY

THAT'S A POOR SALUTE! A SALUTE SHOULD SHOW RESPECT!

HOW'S THIS? BETTER

MAYBE TWO HANDS ARE EVEN BETTER!

AND THROW IN A BOW!

NICE... BUT...

MAYBE A LITTLE FLOURISH

AND A WEE CURTSY

STOP IT! I WILL NOT BE CURTSEYED!!

BY MORT, GREG & BRIAN WALKER

DOONESBURY

by G.B. Trudeau

LACEY DAVENPORT! DAVENPORT?

PRESENT!

YOU DO KNOW WE'RE BOTH DECEASED, DON'T YOU, PEARY?

I DO, MA'AM, BUT THIS IS IMPORTANT.

ANYWAY, WE POLLED OUR CONSERVATIVE CAUCUS, AND WITH ONLY A COUPLE OF MINOR EXCEPTIONS...

WE ALL STILL WANT TO LIVE IN A DEMOCRACY!

NONE OF US FAVOR VOTER SUPPRESSION OR VIOLENT INSURRECTION OR COUPS OR THE BIG LIE OR AN AUTHORITARIAN CULT OR...

HEY!

AND LET'S NOT FORGET CHASE, CLYDE, ROLLAND AND JIM, NOT TO MENTION LATE GREATS LACEY, DICK AND PHIL!!

ENTER THE EXCEPTIONS.

WHAT'S GOING ON HERE? BREAK IT UP, LOSERS!

YOU HEARD THE MAN — DISPERSE!

POLLS SHOWED ZOCO WAS RIGHT! THE失去了STARS AND STRIPES, DECEMBER 3, 2021
ZITS

BY JERRY SCOTT AND JIM BORGMAN

CANDORVILLE

BY DARRIN BELL

DILBERT

BY SCOTT ADAMS
BABY BLUES  

BY RICK KIRKMAN & JERRY SCOTT

SPLISH SPLASH!

YOU LOOK DISAPPOINTED.
I WAS EXPECTING MORE DRAMA.

BALDO  

BY GANTÚ AND CASTELLANOS

GOOD NIGHT.
LATER!

WHAT'S THAT?

GREAT NIGHT!
LATER.

GREAT NIGHT!
LATER.
CARPE DIEM

I KNOW THE NEW MARS ROVER HAS A MUCH MORE POWERFUL SENSOR, BUT IT ALWAYS LOOKS SO DARNED SURPRISED.

BY NIKLAS ERIKSSON

PARDON MY PLANET

YOU KEEP LAMENTING ABOUT GETTING OLD AND HOW INCONVENIENT EVERYTHING IN OUR HOUSE IS TO GET TO, SO I REDECORATED.

BY VIC LEE

THE ARGYLE SWEATER

THERE’S ALWAYS ONE...

BY SCOTT HILBURN
I TOLD HIM NOT TO DRINK THE WATER ON THIS PLANET.

THE NATION’S BREADBASKET
NOW GLUTEN-FREE
DO YOU ENJOY COMICS?

Stars and Stripes is considering changes to its Sunday Comics lineup, and we want your help. Let us know which strips you like (or don’t like), as well as comics you might like to see in the future.

Email us at comics@stripes.com to let us know what you think.
FORT KNOX

MOTHER, I RESERVE MORE FROM SANTA THIS YEAR.

ESPECIALLY, SINCE I'VE TRIED SO HARD TO BE LESS NAUGHTY.

I SEE.

MY SELF-RESTRAINT WAS INCREDIBLE.

SO YOU WANT TO BE REWARDED FOR THIS?

YES! SO WHAT SHOULD SANTA GIVE ME?

IN FACT, THERE WERE SO MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR ME TO BE BAD.

A POLYGRAPH TEST.

BY PAUL JON

JUMP START

How long has your wife been fencing?

Since Halloween.

We went to a costume party and she wore the whole getup.

Turns out, the host is a fencing instructor!

Yolanda has been taking lessons ever since!

Is she any good at it?

She's a natural! Totally hooked.

Interesting! She's a lefty!

BY ROBB ARMSTRONG

PRICKLY CITY

What are you up to, Winslow?

Doing my Bitcoin Advent Calendar, Carmen...

But there's nothing there.

Now you understand crypto-currency as well as the rest of us...

BY SCOTT STANTIS